Q: What is Common Data Model for Nonprofits?
A: The Common Data Model for Nonprofits is an open source nonprofit data schema published to GitHub. It was launched in November 2018 at the NetHope Summit in Dublin, Ireland and represents a best-in-sector data schema developed by nonprofit thought leaders and practitioners to support nonprofits and vendors serving them in achieving affordable data interoperability.

The CDM for Nonprofits currently includes 94 attributes and ~1600 attributes that span Program Delivery, Constituent Management, Award Management, Fundraising, Volunteer Management, Nonprofit Operations, and Insights and Impact. Our goal is to provide nonprofits and partners alike with a data schema that can be leveraged by any technology or vendor serving the nonprofit sector. Broad adoption of the schema will ensure that nonprofit data is relatable, standardized, and actionable, a core challenge facing most nonprofits across the globe today.

With the Common Data Model for Nonprofits, nonprofits can:
- Extend their platforms and create more dynamic, integrated solutions.
- Leverage and share data from robust sources of public data, such as the CDC disease burden or municipal financial data.
- Focus on the work that matters most: driving impact through world-class program design and results measurement solutions.

What is the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator?
A: The Microsoft Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator is a suite of functional sample applications developed in Dynamics 365 to serve the nonprofit back office and front lines. The Accelerator serves as building blocks that accelerate partner and nonprofit development of purpose-built nonprofit software. Customers and partners can extend and customize these solutions to their specific requirements. Our goal at Tech for Social Impact is to continue to broaden the Nonprofit Accelerator to cover the most common nonprofit use cases. This Accelerator provides partner software engineers with a head start in developing innovative and purpose-built applications that meet the needs of modern nonprofits.

An integral component to the Nonprofit Accelerator is the Common Data Model (CDM) for Nonprofits, the first common data standard built specifically for and with the nonprofit sector. Openly available on GitHub, the CDM helps organizations standardize, share, and relate data across disparate software applications.

Q: What are the core capabilities of the Nonprofit Common Data Model and Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator?
A: The following represent the core areas of Common Data Model for Nonprofits schema:
- **Constituent management:** 360-degree view and tracking of constituent’s profile information, including salutations, relationships, preferences, education, and employment.
- **Donation management:** Tracking donations and donor commitments from individuals and institutions, including one-time and recurring donations, gifts-in-kind, grant payments, and bequests.
- **Fundraising:** Solicitation-to-transaction model that tracks end-to-end fundraising across gift types.
• **Grants/awards management:** Request-to-Awards and Disbursements model to help nonprofits efficiently manage investments, grants, and awards.

• **Program delivery:** Outcome and results-based model helps nonprofits efficiently deliver on their missions, measure results, and communicate their impact. Our Nonprofit Program Design Power Application helps program officers design projects and initiatives, tie them to standard, internal, and external indicator sets like the UN Sustainable Development Goals, and collaborate with project partners.

• **Aligning funds to the results framework:** Organizations can draw a thread across their operations and tie funds from donations and awards directly to programmatic activities and outcomes.

• **Connecting beneficiaries and program delivery:** Nonprofits can track the outcomes and impact of program delivery.

• **Customer engagement and Finance & Operations mapping:** Customers can map key Customer Engagement entities to Finance & Operations entities and tables.

• **Volunteer coordination and membership management:** Functionality optimizes volunteer and membership program management.

• **Best practices and resources:** To support nonprofit’s implementations, the platform includes how-to guides and released new purpose-built nonprofit data schemas, templates, and sample applications that are optimized for interoperability.

• **Data transparency and efficiency:** Interoperability across constituent engagement, program delivery, and finance and operations allows nonprofits to see greater insights, streamline solution implementation and reduce costs.

• **International aid transparency add-on:** Nonprofits can record fundraising activities according to the IATI (International Aid Transparency Initiative) Organizational and Activity Standard, via an optional add-on to the Common Data Model for Nonprofits (available via GitHub).

• **Case Management:** Aids nonprofit program staff in tracking clients and beneficiaries and tying cases to specific beneficiary and program goals.

• **Project Management & Program Design:** Provides a complete delivery framework that tracks activities and progress to a theory of change. This assures delivery of programs that are aligned to indicators and program objectives, budgets, and results.

Q: What additional functionality was included in v2.3 of the Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator?

A: The Nonprofit Accelerator v2.3 release includes:

1. **Additional Program Delivery Investments**
   - Provide nonprofits across the globe with Case Management, Project Management & Program Design, and Operations building blocks to modernize and automate program delivery and operations workstreams during a time when nonprofits are under increased pressure to deliver programs with greater efficiency
     - Two sample apps (Case Management & PMPD) and supporting sample data
     - Nonprofit Operations Toolkit, a model-driven Power Application for small nonprofits looking to evolve from managing their business via spreadsheets.

2. **Nonprofit efficiency gains**
   - Help nonprofits evolve from homegrown legacy systems and spreadsheets used to manage critical areas of finance, operations, and program delivery
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- Automate workloads and tasks that were highly manual and duplicative in the past

3. **Resource savings and data interoperability**
   - Save nonprofits money on overall data management costs by helping them to the leverage the Common Data Model for Nonprofits, thus ensuring that data in disparate systems is relatable and share in common a standard definition set.
   - Drive more trustworthy and accurate reporting, business intelligence, and data discovery by leveraging the CDM for Nonprofits to enforce standard data definitions across systems.

4. **Platform acceleration to benefit partners**
   - Accelerate development and sustainability of partner solutions aligned to the Common Data Model for Nonprofits and Nonprofit Accelerator in the areas of nonprofit case management, project management, program design, and operations.
   - Increase access of Common Data Model for Nonprofits and Nonprofit Accelerator to global nonprofits of all sizes.
   - Streamline, simplify, and scale the existing Nonprofit Accelerator building blocks, ensuring that partners have all the tools needed to publish finished product to AppSource.

**Q: What is the Nonprofit Operations Toolkit application (released with v2.3)?**
**A:** The Nonprofit Operations Toolkit helps small nonprofits implement effective project and awards management processes that reduce costs and build trust with funders. The toolkit consists of Power Apps that use familiar tools such Excel and SharePoint to keep critical information accurate and accessible.

This toolkit is built on Microsoft’s Power Platform and integrates seamlessly with Office 365 capabilities. Though the solution does not depend directly on Microsoft Dynamics and does not require a Dynamics license, certain Power Apps functionality is made possible by the underlying technology of Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement. The toolkit makes use of key entities included in the Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator including: Award, Budget, Designation and Delivery Framework.

**Q: Which nonprofit users will benefit from the Nonprofit Operations Toolkit application?**
**A:** The Nonprofit Operations Toolkit assists several users including the Finance Administrator, Human Resource Administrator, Project Manager, Project team member and the Operations Director or Executive Director. It provides the following functionality:
   1. **Financial Planning:** Basic features covering grants, agreements, cost centers, budgeting, and planning.
   2. **Funding:** Basic features covering funder management, donor reporting, and award management.
   3. **Project Management:** Basic features covering work breakdown, project budgeting, approvals, and T&E management.
   4. **Cost Management:** Basic features covering cost schedules, effort planning, and vendor management.
   5. **Additional Capabilities:** Basic features covering security, document management, multi-currency support, and localized language support.

**Q: What is the Program Design template application (released with v2.2.3.1)?**
A: A Program Design template application that nonprofit program officers will use to populate logframes (logical frameworks), design programs, select indicator sets like the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and monitor and evaluate program outcomes

- This application provides basic Program Design functionality, including creating and browsing logframes, and browsing indicators.
- A low code/no code Power App to allow partners to accelerate development to help the program side of nonprofit and non-governmental organizations navigate through complex theories of change and logical framework design.
- A workflow that allows program managers to design individual programs from best-in-class internal or external standards, such as the UN SDGs.
- A workflow that fosters collaboration with colleagues and external partner organizations via Teams, Office 365, and Power Automate.
- Custom theming and simple reviewer and approver workflows.

Q: Which nonprofit users will benefit from the Program Design application?
A: There are three primary nonprofit personas served in this application version:

1. **Logframe Creator**: The Logframe Creator (e.g., Technical Coordinator) will use the application to create a logframe which will be used to support a grant application and, subsequently, carry out project activities.
2. **Reviewer**: The Reviewer (e.g., Technical Advisor) will use the application to review and approve a logframe before it is sent to a prospective donor.
3. **Program Manager**: The Program Manager will use the app to check on logframe status to ensure timely delivery to prospective/actual donors.

Q: What additional functionality was included in v2.2 of the Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator?
A: The Nonprofit Accelerator v2.2 release includes:

- **Improved program delivery efficacy and beneficiary outcomes.** Through the CDM extensions and indicator import process, organizations will be able to incorporate measurement with the delivery framework allowing for increased ability to gain insights on progress.
- Increased ability to **track and report on outputs, outcomes and impact** by aligning the Nonprofit Common Data Model and Nonprofit Accelerator to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) including a connector to the SDG Goal, Target and Indicator library.
- Increased transparency and shared learning from program design by extending the Nonprofit Common Data Model with new common **Indicator Library entities** including measurement item, measurement item relationship and measurement item usage.
- Indicator Library entities incorporated directly into the Program Design template application.
- New documentation including how-to guides, user guide, walk through guide and sample data.
- Improved **interoperability** of ecosystem solutions by supporting partners aligning their solutions with the Nonprofit Common Data Model and Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator.

Q: What functionality was included in the v2.1 version of Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator and the Common Data Model for Nonprofits?
A: v2.1 and v2.2 of the Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator aim to cut costs and boost efficiencies for nonprofits through increased data transparency, streamlined implementation of solutions and increased operability across systems. These releases include:

- **Increased the size of the CDM and added Customer Engagement and Finance & Operations mapping.** With this version, we've expanded the toolset of connectors, sample applications and templates that partners can leverage to simplify development of custom solutions for nonprofits and create efficiencies for customers. We're delivering an additional 54 new custom nonprofit and IATI entities and attributes in the latest version to total 1400+ entities and attributes, along with mapping of key Customer Engagement entities to Finance & Operations entities and tables. This mapping will be a useful starting point for organizations that intend to integrate Dynamic Customer Engagement and Dynamics 365 Finance & Operations platforms using the Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator.

- **Increased nonprofit data transparency and efficiency.** Interoperability across constituent engagement, program delivery, and finance and operations will allow nonprofits to see greater insights, streamline solution implementation and reduce costs because mapping is built into the accelerator.

- **Deeper understanding of impact against funding and program delivery.** Enhanced sample application gives organizations a simplified view of Program Delivery and its connections to funding sources and beneficiaries. This will offer deeper, real-time insights and allow nonprofits to identify best practices and maximize return on investment that will drive greater impact against their mission.

- **Deeper integration with ISVs to develop solutions that incorporate the Nonprofit Common Data Model.** Without a dependency on Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Sales and Marketing by adding a new solution layer dependent only on Microsoft's Common Data Service that is not dependent on Dynamics 365.

- **Increased efficiency and cost reduction to support IATI reporting.** IATI is a reporting framework that has a published data standard used across the nonprofit sector to share data and insights. Supporting the IATI standards can be costly and time consuming for organizations. The latest version of the Nonprofit Accelerator includes enhancements around exporting the data, incorporating unique donor requirements, and automatic updates of code lists creating organizational efficiencies and reducing barriers for organizational adoption.

Q: **What are the primary partner benefits of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator?**

Microsoft provides resources to help Business Application partners support digital transformation for nonprofit customers. With these resources, partners can improve time to value for their solutions, simplify integration with applications in the Microsoft ecosystem, and improve connections to third-party nonprofit applications.

- **Nonprofit-specific extensions to the Common Data Model.** Using the Business Application Power Platform, partners can access the model to rapidly develop and implement new applications and solutions, mapping to a common set of business and nonprofit entities such as donor commitment and planned giving.

- **Partners get access to installable solutions** that include pre-built dashboards, workflows, sample data, and other tools to help customers build and deploy nonprofit solutions.

- **Reduced development costs and time to market for nonprofit solutions.**
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- New nonprofit entities streamline development and deployment
- Pre-built dashboards and workflows make it easier to build and solutions
- Sample nonprofit data speeds ability to demonstrate Dynamics 365 value in presales motions
- Support for industry standards like IATI

For more partner information and sign-up for the Dynamics Insider Program, go to Partners for Social Impact partner community. For nonprofits interested in accessing nonprofit offers, click here.

Q: What is Microsoft’s partner ecosystem?
A: Microsoft is activating its partner ecosystem to deliver these solutions. These nonprofit-serving partners are committing to aligning behind data standards, interoperability, and transparency in their solutions through the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator. For more information, see the Partners for Social Impact partner community.

Q: Can the Common Data Model for Nonprofits be used without Dynamics 365 licenses?
A: Yes, the nonprofit accelerator’s Core and Measurement solution layers are not dependent on Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales. and can be leveraged to build Model driven and Canvas based Power Apps applications, Azure, and Modern Workplace solutions. For more information, go to GitHub.

Q: Why would a nonprofit need/benefit from Microsoft Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator?
A: CRM is the central nervous system of every nonprofit and critical to most mission critical processes—fundraising, volunteer optimization, beneficiary management, impact/outcomes analysis. However, seventy-five percent of the largest nonprofits lack a digital transformation strategy (Source: NetHope).

When it comes to technology, solutions designed for nonprofits are often repurposed from products originally intended for for-profit use. Paired with costly configuration fees and systems that are not designed to fully integrate, many nonprofits struggle to see a complete view of their programs and impact because information is trapped in internal silos, inside systems that were not intended for managing a nonprofit.

At Microsoft, we believe technology is a powerful force for empowering people and organizations. To address the above problem, Microsoft’s Tech for Social Impact group created the Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator, a suite of solutions tailored for the world’s nonprofits to drive insights that will in turn help nonprofits achieve their missions and drive greater impact.

Q: What are Microsoft Dynamics 365 solutions in the Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator?
A: Microsoft Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator includes powerful Microsoft Dynamics solutions specifically designed for nonprofit program delivery.

Based on the input of nonprofits, the Nonprofit Accelerator puts program delivery and impact measurement in the center of its model. This allows Microsoft’s partners and nonprofits to rapidly create and implement new applications and solutions that help to drive program efficacy and measure the
impact against funding goals. Pre-mapped on the Common Data Model for Nonprofits to allow for better data transparency, interoperability across platforms, access to external data sources, and rich insights.

Dynamics features include pre-built dashboards, workflows, sample apps, templates, layouts, and data connectors to help partners and nonprofits:
- Build and deploy nonprofit solutions.
- Improve time to value for their solutions.
- Simplify integration with applications in the Microsoft ecosystem.
- Advance interoperability to third-party nonprofit applications.

**Q: How do you get access to/a subscription to Microsoft Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator?**

**A:** To get access to Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator, customers and partners can test and learn about the accelerator the following two ways:
1. [AppSource](https://appsource.microsoft.com) via Test Drive (limited access time and no Dynamics 365 subscription required)
2. [AppSource](https://appsource.microsoft.com) Get it Now (Dynamics 365 subscription and/or trial is required)

Users must install Dynamics 365 Sales and Dynamics 365 Project Service Automation (PSA) to take advantage of the full nonprofit accelerator capabilities. Full capabilities include:
- Constituent management
- Donation management
- Fundraising
- Grants/awards management
- Program delivery
- Aligning beneficiaries to program delivery
- Aligning funds to results framework
- Volunteer coordination
- Membership management
- [IATI](https://www.iati.org) processes
- Case Management
- Project Management & Program Design

For the solution without IATI processes and Volunteer coordination, Dynamics 365 Sales is only required.

To utilize the Customer engagement and Finance & Operations One-way Data Integration Templates and mapping, Dynamics 365 Sales and Dynamics 365 Finance & Operations are required. Data Integrator templates are available on GitHub.

Click [here](https://www.microsoft.com) for more Dynamics 365 information.

To register to access Microsoft nonprofit offers, click [here](https://www.microsoft.com).

Click [here](https://www.microsoft.com) for access to the solutions and technical documentation via GitHub.

**Q: Where is there more technical information about the Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator and Common Data Model for Nonprofits?**

**A:** Recommended resources:
- [Latest CDM for Nonprofits and Nonprofit Accelerator releases](https://www.microsoft.com)
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- **CDM and Accelerator Walkthrough Guide**
- **How-to Guides** for how to map and align to the Common Data Model for Nonprofits
- **Nonprofit Accelerator Deep Dive Videos** (via VIMEO)
  - Constituent Management
  - Fundraising Management
  - Award Management
  - Delivery Frameworks
  - Nonprofit Accelerator v2.2.3.0 update
- **Technical details** on the Nonprofit Accelerator
- **Additional support topics** across all Microsoft Industry Accelerators

**Q:** How do I report issues with AppSource and/or GitHub materials?
**A:** Please contact us with issues.

**Q:** How do I engage with Microsoft if I am interested in building on the Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator and/or Common Data Model for Nonprofits?
**A:** To engage with Microsoft, contact us.